
PRINT MEDIA - DIRECT PRINT TEXTILES

Ink Compatibility:

Material Polyester

Finish Print Receptive

Weight 3 oz. per square yard

Flame Resistance NFPA 701

Available Widths Up to 126”

 Flag Elite DIRECT PRINT TEXTILE

Top Value Fabrics

Our Flag Elite DIRECT PRINT TEXTILE is designed with 
a superior print receptive treatment and is constructed 
specifically for flag manufacturers to achieve optimal print 
through.

When imaged, this lightweight 100% polyester knitted 
fabric yields outstanding color consistency, excellent 
image sharpness and a wide color range. This fabric has 
the widest selection of ink compatibility of all three of our 
flag fabrics. As with all of our flag fabrics, Flag Elite is
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printed for more than flags. In addition to the primary application of creating vibrant flags for advertising, our flag 
fabrics are also selected when customers choose light and airy graphics with a semi-transparent aesthetic for their 
banners and interior decor.

About Us:
Top Value Fabrics is a leading textile supplier with more than 40 years of experience. We provide world-class solutions 
in Print Media, Industrial and Recreational fabrics. Our Print Media products include a complete line of digital and screen 
banner material including quality options in Frontlit, Backlit, Blockout, PET, Mesh, Printable Textiles, Aqueous Compatible 
Polypropylene, Dye Sublimation Polyester and Direct Print Textiles. Additionally, we stock a wide selection of textiles 
for Industrial, Marine, Recreational, Home Furnishings, and Activewear applications.Top Value Fabrics ensures that our 
customers receive superior quality and competitively priced products with outstanding service and support.
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Contact us toll-free today to    
learn more: 877-616-8600

digitalcolorink.comSpecifications provided represent the industry standard of an average manufacturing range. 
Determine suitability of this product for your specific application needs.


